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As I am writing this the rain seems to be falling harder and harder, and summer seems a million miles away! But as ever
the world keeps spinning away and some warmer weather will eventually arrive!
One of the facets of the Cape winter that never ceases to amaze me is that after several days of horizontal rain, one day
arrives that the world seems perfect. One such day was coming back from the get together in Plettenberg Bay, it was
bright, sunny and our TR really was enjoying itself on the open road with very little to interrupt us. Somehow our cars
treat us to the joys of motoring that a plastic never will! Having said that the trip up there made one wish for a plastic,
such are the vagaries of life!! Even on the month end run, the sheer joy of driving top down on a perfect Cape day make
up for an awful lot of hassles elsewhere.
That having been said, the weekend in Plett was a really great event and I am very hopeful that it will be repeated. Both
East London and Cape Town contingents did about 500 km each which I feel is an enjoyable day’s drive. There was a
great opportunity for a social event which it turned out to be, with little pressure and superbly organised by both Border
and PE clubs. We were able to exchange lots of good ideas and socialise, without the hassles of having to clean cars and
worry about what was original and what wasn’t! That to me was the essence of why this club is a really great one!
Having put my line in the sand, I must say how much I appreciated the talk by Koos Swanepoel and how pleased I was it
was so well attended, it was really great to see some older members and meet people from other clubs. I have always had
enormous respect for the drivers from that age, looking at Gunners and Sacks circles then and knowing them both now,
some how made a huge impression. I certainly do not want to see loss of life, but I look at the sanitised state of formula 1
for example and have to admire those drivers of the 50s and 60s for their skill and courage. What also struck me was how
good Triumphs were in those days and what a tragedy that heritage was lost to the world of motor sport through
incompetence and shear bloody mindedness! Watching young Tim Crawley in his sidescreen at Plett seemed to show
what our cars are really capable of!
On an entirely different note, many thanks to
Theo brand and Nicky Booysen, for organising
the Koos Swanepoel noggin. It was also
wonderful to see Marion Went at the month end
run, thank you to Ronan for making this happen
and keeping in contact!

Koos Swanepoel pondering just how Tim
Crawley managed the driving test in his 50
year old TR3
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Well, the first edition seems to have been well received, hope you all will be happy with the second! As I said last time,
my intention is to have bigger editions in those months where there is no Sabrina to compete with. With that in mind I
have held over a couple of good articles till next month, thank you indeed for your efforts and please let us have some
more for a really bumper August edition! In reply to a previous Chairman who thought the September issue might have to
go to the publications control board, moenie worry nie, dit was net ’n grappie!!
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The noggin this month will take the form of a technical natter & pizza evening at the clubhouse. Orders for pizza will be
taken between 19h00 & 19h30. Please contact Ronan (0824433704) for any further details as I will be away in the Freeze
State.
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Peter du Sautoy is organising this month’s run. Meet at Constantia Village for an 11 am departure via the scenic route to
Simonstown. Our destination is the Salty Dog Seafood restaurant which I am told on good authority does excellent fish
and chips!
Please contact Peter on 021 786 3331 before Friday 24th July to book your place.
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On the outskirts of Franshoek in the winelands lies the
L’Ormarins Wine Estate where the motor museum is to
be found. The estate is owned by the Rupert family who
operate the museum which houses a collection of some
very rare and very desirable motor cars. It quietly boasts
some 220 vehicles representing over a century of
automotive history with about 80 on display in 4 halls at
any one time.

A group of some 18 petrolheads lead by Tom Dougan turned
up on Friday, 5th June for a special tour of the museum
conducted by the curator, Wayne Harley and his staff.
Wayne guided us through the exhibition demonstrating his
expert knowledge and even starting some of the engines.
Not all were historical put puts, an Aston, Ferrari and
Porsche were also fired up much to our delight.
The tour took over 5 hours to complete including lunch which was followed by a visit to the workshop where Wayne’s
staff explained their current projects. We didn’t see everything although we discovered a locked shed packed with cars
which will be on display at some time. However, despite our best efforts we didn’t find one Triumph (although the
badges on display did have amongst the collection a Triumph Club of South Africa badge)!
The idea was to travel in our classics but the weather was atrocious. Full marks therefore to Danie Barkhuisen who
pitched up in his TR3 and Ronan in his TR7.
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This was a super day out at a 5 star automotive venue. If you haven’t been you should put it on your ‘to go’ list. Further
information can be found at www.fmm.co.za

A very collectable Aston Martin DB4
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Some of the vehicles seen in the workshop
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It was great to see old friends again and to enjoy being home – even though for a short while. During just over 2 weeks
there, the CT weather presented us with some of its winter finest. As someone who is in the tourist industry, I am amazed
that more overseas visitors do not take advantage of the truly lovely weather that we get when it is not raining.
Highlight of our trip home was definitely being able to join Gathering in Plett of the Border Centre and friends to
celebrate the 30th Anniversary of their centre; founded by Nols and Gavin. The border Centre is small, and in order to
make it a more significant event decided to invite their regional neighbours to get together and share the celebration.
The Cape Town contingent comprised just 5 cars:
• TR7 V8 National Chairman Gerhard and Suzette Vorster
• TR7 : Nikki and Miem Booysen
• TR 6 CP : Jamie and Jenny Hart
• TR6 CR : Dennis and Jo Cook
• TR 3 : Tim and Pru Crawley
We left Cape Town in some fairly thick mountain mist but enjoyed a trouble free and pleasant journey down the garden
route, enjoying stops for refreshment at a few of the many country stalls and restaurants on the way. Just a scant week
before when we were driving to the Airport to fly home I had pointed out to Jo that she should take one last look at the
dry dusty surrounds of Jubail and that I
would contrast it when we were driving down
the Garden Route. It was an uplifting
experience travelling through this beautiful
and green part of our country and enjoying
again the pleasure of a long trip in the TR 6.
Our last break before the final stretch to Plett
was to stop in Sedgefield to browse through
the interesting range of cars on offer by
“Sedgefield Classics”. Surprisingly the owner
did not seem particularly interested in having
a gang of classic car visitors even though we
managed to block off the traffic completely,
so we did not tarry very long.
Road closure in Sedgefield!
Most of the participants shared accommodation in a luxury sectional title Resort on the estuary overlooking the famous
Beacon Isle hotel, where some owned properties: much like a mini gathering, so that there was plenty of opportunity to
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socialize and do things together. Considering the small size of the border region, we were impressed with the thorough
attention to detail and care taken to ensure that everyone had a relaxing weekend.

Friday opening night was an opportunity to renew old friendships and to make new ones while enjoying a spit braaied
lamb, with interesting and delicious range of roasted vegetables and salads. This was good enough to set my lovely Asian
wife off looking for South African recipes. If one did not have enough to drink during the evening you could have capped
it with the well laced “Dom Pedro” dessert- I have been away so long that I had almost forgotten this very popular South
African treat.
Saturday morning saw the extensive convoy head out for some
sightseeing in Knysna with the first stop a country market half way
there. This proved to be very popular with everyone as there was
plenty to see and buy and the breakfast food stall proved to be a hit!
The family run operation turned out wholesome farm breakfasts at a
speed that kept reducing the ever increasing line of hungry visitors in a
way that was little short of remarkable. Soon most were enjoying tin
plates of “Full Monty“ breakfast. It seemed to take Gavin quite some
time to gather up his charges; tear them away from the market and
head for our destination in Knysna. Route finding exercises can
sometimes cause stress on couples where navigation skills are missing,
but Gavin ensured that this would not happen and that everyone would
enjoy seeing the sights of this beautiful and popular coastal city.

The crew at breakfast

The driving test on the Sunday morning was held in a marked off portion of the parking lot of the shopping mall in Plett.
This was the most enjoyable morning attracting a number of sightseers and visitors with everyone participating
enthusiastically (well Jamie was eventually press ganged into it for fear of being branded a “woes”). Guests had been
invited from enthusiasts in the area including a number of MG’s and a lone Mk 1 Mini Cooper S. The organizers had
adopted an innovative approach to the driving test by having two cars run against one another in opposite directions in a
mirror image course. This proved very popular as it did
away with the need for timing, and the excitement of
seeing the two competitors heading for the finish line.
Perhaps next time we can do away with the “Le Mans “
sprint as some of us are no longer as limber as we used
to be. In the final shoot off rounds the little Mini Cooper
was dominating due to its nimbleness and front wheel
drive. In a David and Goliath the Cooper even managed
to show his back end to Gerhard’s V8. Fortunately for
the honour of the Triumph Sports Car club Tim Crawley
in his TR 3 trounced the Mini in the final earning a well
deserved title of driver of the day. During the drive
down and during the driving test, Tim showed that the
good old side screen is still a contender in spite of its
more than 50 years.
The mean ‘Vorster’ V8 machine at work!
An enjoyable day was capped by a sociable braai at the Greef’s house ; where enthusiastic volunteers soon completed the
work of grilling the splendid braai packs and everyone could get down to some socializing.
What would a gathering be without a visit to a brewery ?? Famous to all quaffers, of course, is Mitchells of Knysna and
after a late breakfast, this is where the convoy headed; stopping first to view the classics on offer at “Frost Brothers” who
have now moved from their location on the main road to the industrial area. There are several Triumphs on offer
including a TR 5 with carbs that needs a rebuild; a nice TR 4 and the pretty yellow TR 3 recently restored by Bob
Pretorius. It was sad to hear from Bob during the gathering that his failing eyesight had necessitated disposing of the car
because he could no longer drive safely. We hope, Bob, that you will be able to overcome this difficulty and that when we
see you again you will be restored to good health.
Mitchell’s brewery turned out to be much smaller than expected, but that did not diminish the enjoyment of a range of
five different beers before lunch. Most drifted off to the pretty Knysna waterfront in the afternoon for a chatty and
relaxing lunch at 34 South- probably the best restaurant in the area.
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To Gavin and the others who organized the event, a resounding vote of thanks for a great weekend. So much care had
been taken to put together an interesting and enjoyable weekend combining plenty to do; but at the same time allowing
those who wanted, to do their own thing.
During the weekend I wondered why it had taken so long for a regional gathering of this nature to be organized and there
was much discussion about it becoming a regular event in the years in between the National Gatherings. Certainly, if I am
around , I would be keen to participate in
organizing one in 2011.
Somehow the sharing of something beautiful;
a sunset; a moving piece of music, makes the
experience all the more memorable. I am
sure that you will agree that it is almost
impossible to enjoy your car in isolation and
this is what makes the Triumph Sports Car
Club such a valuable part of our lives. You
may have missed this gathering and you may
have missed some of the previous Nationals
so start saving now, and make a resolution to
join the Cape Town contingent to
Drakensville in 2010.
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TRs at the Heads
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When I arrived at the clubhouse at 19h00, I thought that I had the date wrong!! There were cars all over and very little
parking left. Some of our members had to park very close to the gate and walk the rest of the way. I proceeded with
caution towards the door, just in case I was at the wrong event, but saw some familiar faces inside. Dennis Cook was in
the kitchen attending to the gluwein. It was one of the best attended events in a very long time.
Nicky Booysen arranged with Koos Swanepoel, who
raced Triumphs in the early sixties, to come and talk to
us about his experiences. We also invited a couple of
other marque motor club members to join us and they
attended in numbers. The place filled up quickly and I
guess there was between thirty to forty people that
attended.

After the welcome speech made by Jamie, Koos took the
stage and gave a very informative and interesting talk on his
experiences. He could have gone on for hours as we were
fascinated by the “hairy chestedness” of the drivers of the
early 60s. One of Koos’ explanations included how he had
bought a crash helmet, as it had become compulsory to wear
one in those days, he went on further to explain that it was
just a little better than a modern day swimming cap, with very
little head protection. Kosie also went on to explain how he
had raced all over South Africa in his TR3, explaining how in
those days, you drove your car to the event, changed the
tyres, filled up with fuel and proceeded onto the race track.
After the racing, you changed the tyres and drove home!!!
Koos with his TR3, as raced in the 60’s, in the background
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Kosie did very well in his TR3, he took many victories and received many trophies. Derek Tessenaar, a long time friend
of Kosie, then showed us a DVD that he is in the process of creating from footage that he has collected over many years
from all over the world. Most of the footage was shot by amateurs with 8 and 16 mm cameras. He then painstakingly
converted these tapes into a 45 minute DVD, which we were privileged to watch, albeit without sound, although Derek
and Koos did add the odd commentary. It was interesting to note that the races in those years that took place in Epping, at
Gunners Circle, in Bellville, at Sacks circle, and the very first races at Killarney. Kosie was featured in many of the
races filmed. It was very interesting to see the classics of the late 50s and early 60s do battle on very narrow hair raising
tracks with spectators both sides of the track and some even on the track. I think that this footage will be worth a lot in
the years to come and although it is hard work to convert and edit it, it is well worth the effort.
Nicky thanked Kosie for a very interesting talk and handed him a gift on behalf of the TSCC. More Gluwein, drinks and
snacks were consumed whilst the members and friends chatted about cars into the night!!

Derek Tessenaar handing over a model TR3 to Koos
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Nicky Booysen thanking Koos for his interesting talk
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When requested to organise the month end run for June, the initial criteria given was to organise something ‘out your
neck of the woods’. So needless to say I was a little stumped by where to go initially for the run.
Given that the weather in June is normally not that pleasant, and attendance is normally down, it was decided to bring the
event a little closer to home. When I mentioned the West Coast to Jamie, he thought that it was a great idea, as the club
had not been out that way for some time. However there isn’t much along the West Coast that is close to home and
includes a possible scenic drive. So a little head scratching was the order of the day.
We decided to meet at the Mouille Point lighthouse and drive through to Ons Huisie in Bloubergstrand. This meant that
if it rained, we could go the short, stop start route up Marine Drive or if it was a good day, take an alternative route.
The week preceding the event, the weather in Cape Town was awful, with a lot of rain. However late on the Thursday the
weather started to clear up and by Sunday it was nice and sunny, except a little cold.
Charmaine had decided to do here month end shopping early on the Sunday, which gave an opportunity to invite Marion
Went along for the drive. Keegan was overjoyed by this arrangement, as this meant that he could sit in the middle of the
TR7 on the storage compartment and would be able to see out of the window.
On arrival at the Mouille Point lighthouse, we were surprised to see Margaret Young and Nic Paxtinos in Margaret’s
Herald. Later, a further 8 Triumphs, including Nic and Denise Joubert from Struisbaai, in their TR3 and the Isuzu Bellet
of Neil Cameron joined the crowd – strangely no Spitfires and no plastics!! Incidentally Nic and Denise had left
Struisbaai at 6h30 that morning to join us on the run – must be a die hard.
The 11 car convoy (1x TR7 v8, 2x TR7 dhc, 1x TR7 fhc, 3x TR6, 1x TR4A, 1x TR3, 1x Herald and the Isuzu Bellet)
departed at 10h00, proceeded up the N1, onto the N7 and turned back down towards the sea at Melkbos, which made for
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a short, but nice scenic run. We then made our way back along the coast to Bloubergstrand and the Ons Huise restaurant.
On arrival, the normally deserted parking facilities had already filled to virtual capacity, which presented a few problems.
The brunch was then enjoyed by most present with a lot of chit chat in between.
Some of those present chose to leave early, but those that remained behind then proceeded to an open parking area where
a few photos of the cars were taken.
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Sorry for forgetting your birthday on the 22nd June Gerhard!
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GT6 - 1973 mimosa yellow, very good condition. Price - R60,000 onco. Contact Eileen Cruise on
cruiser@iafrica.com or Tim Cruise on 082 920 4431
TR7v8 convertible - the national chairman’s yellow mean machine (pictured in this mewsletter) is up
for sale – Offers around R85 000 would be considered. Contact Gerhard on 082 807 8011.
Triumph Stag Mk 2 (1978) - 3.0 L V8 Auto. Original 3.0 Litre Triumph V8 engine. Borg Warner Model
65 Automatic transmission. 78,000 kms recorded on the odo. Exterior colour Red, trim light tan. Asking
price R48,000. Contact Peter Leyland on 083 501 3081 / 042 2920940 or email
Peter.Leyland@gm.com
Tyres - 185/15, as on the TR6. This size is not available in SA anymore.
2x Michelin MXV, 60% tread left, old, very few hair cracks in the flanges - R150 each
3x Dunlop SP99, 2 with 90% tread, like new - R400 each and 1 with 60% tread - R200
Alternatively R1100 for the lot. Contact Heinrich Koncki on 079 625 0240 / 044 8735250 or email
h.koncki@gmail.com
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Garage - Mike Jakubowski is still urgently looking for a garage for his TR6. If you can help please
phone him on 073 297 6757 or email mmjakub@yahoo.com
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